
 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Taxes: 
Should the Government increase the percentage level of current taxes or fuel, or should the Government 
introduce any new tourism levy or tax, or should there be any increase in air fares between now and date of tour 
operation, our quoted rates will change accordingly. Any cost increases is beyond the control of HTT, and will be 
charged in addition to the quoted cost.  
 
Passport requirements: 
Please note that passports must be valid for travel and have at-least minimum 3 blank pages (some countries 
need more than 3 pages) and must also be valid for at least six months from date of departure from origin 
country.  It is the responsibility of the passenger to ensure they comply with these regulations.  
Passengers who do not comply with these requirements, will either be stopped from boarding the aircraft or risk 
deportation on arrival.  It is the responsibility of the traveler to ensure their passports are valid for travel. 
 
Visa requirements: 
It is the responsibility of the traveler to ensure they have the relevant visa prior to travel and check visa 
requirements. Tour company  can’t be held responsible for any persons not allowed into the country. 
 
Inoculations and vaccinations 
It is the responsibility of the traveler to ensure they have the relevant Inoculations and vaccinations if required, 
 and Tour Company will be glad to advise on requirements but cannot be held responsible in case of change of 
rule pertaining to the country / countries being visited. 
 
Hand luggage restrictions 
Please note that all hand luggage is weighed and measured at the departure gates at the airports.  Non-
compliance will result in the passenger being returned to the check-in counter where the baggage will be tagged 
and added to their checked baggage subject to airline conditions. On internal charter and schedule flights luggage 
allowance is strictly 15 Kgs per person.  Please check with the tour consultant about baggage allowance for your 
booked itinerary. 
 
Other conditions beyond the control of Tour company 
Should the government introduce any changes or introduction of any new rules or regulations related to the 
booked itinerary and falling into the destination/areas/services  booked,  cannot be held responsible. 

 


